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SOCOMER JOINS FLUITEC, UDRI
IN 'SMART DIPSTICK' VENTURE
DAYTON, Ohio - Socomer, a company based in Brussels, Belgium, is joining Gem City
Engineering and the University of Dayton Research Institute as an equity partner in Fluitec, the
joint partnership formed in 1991 to commercialize the RULER, an instrument that works like a
"smart dipstick" to detect when oil needs to be changed.
Socomer, which will be responsible for global sales and marketing, has been the
European distributer for the product for about three years. The company predicts $3.5 million
in sales by the year 2000.
The Remaining Useful Life Evaluation Routine relies on a hand-held computerized
electrochemical sensor that gauges the remaining useful life in oil by measuring its antioxidant,
an additive that slows oil degradation. RULER is effective for all classes of gasoline and diesel
engine lubricants as well as industrial lubricants, and a sample can be tested in 10 seconds.
Left unchanged, degraded oils lose their lubricating abilities, resulting in engine wear, but
changing oil that has not degraded can be costly and wasteful. Short of using a laboratory test,
on-the-spot oil and lubricant analysis generally has been a matter of guesswork by looking at
the color of the oil or rubbing oil between fingertips to check for any detectable grit.
Socomer has successfully introduced the device in Europe. "Socomer has been able to get
the technology recognized by 70 percent of the major oil companies," said Lawrence Contreras,
RULER project director, and technicians for Shell and Castro! have been testing the device for
two years in their European facilities. "First they have to recognize RULER as an innovative
technology and then they invest a lot of time and money to verify and document its
performance."
The process results in in-house "champions" for the device, Contreras said, who can
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recommend RULER be used in additional facilities.
Socomer will extend their practices to the U.S. market, said Johan Ameye, global team

'

manager. "We will work very hard on acceptance of the product, and after one year, we'll see a
really prominent increase in acceptance and in sales. We feel now that it will take off
exponentially."
Fluitec concentrates on design and technical support for RULER, which is manufactured
by Gem City Engineering. UDRI is responsible for research and development of the patented
technology, which can also be used to analyze cooking oil.
Robert Kauffman, a research chemist in the University of Dayton Research Institute,
originally developed the technology for the lubrication branch of the Wright Laboratory at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base to measure the remaining useful life of gas turbine engine oils
used in military aircraft.
The device was named one of the 100 most technologically significant product
innovations of 1992 by R&D Magazine, and Lubricants World magazine awarded the RULER its
1997 outstanding products award.
"We are delighted to have Socomer on our team as an equity partner," said Lloyd Huff,
UDRI associate director for technology commercialization. "Socomer has been an enthusiastic
believer in the RULER technology from the beginning, and they have marketed the product
aggressively in Europe. Now that they are taking the global sales lead, I expect to see this
business really take off."
-30For media interviews, contact Lawrence Contreras at (937) 461-3930 or via e-mail at
lcontrer@gemcity.com and Johan Ameye via e-mail at scientific@socomer.com. Lloyd Huff can
be reached at (937) 229-3515 or via e-mail at huff@udri.udayton.edu.

